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Mathematical Interest Theory 2009-02-19
mathematical interest theory gives an introduction to how investments vary over time
and this book provides a solid foundation for readers embarking on actuarial careers
this is done in a mathematically precise manner but the emphasis is on practical
applications and giving the reader a concrete understanding as to why the various
relationships should be true modern financial topics including arbitrage options
futures and swaps are introduced along with an understanding of probability this
book provides a solid foundation for readers embarking on actuarial careers it also
includes detailed instruction on how to use the texas instruments ba ii plus and ba
ii plus professional calculators this text is among the recommended reading options
for the society of actuaries casualty actuarial society fm 2 exam

Interest Rate Modeling 2019-03-04
containing many results that are new or which exist only in recent research articles
interest rate modeling theory and practice 2nd edition portrays the theory of
interest rate modeling as a three dimensional object of finance mathematics and
computation it introduces all models with financial economical justifications
develops options along the martingale approach and handles option evaluations with
precise numerical methods features presents a complete cycle of model construction
and applications showing readers how to build and use models provides a systematic
treatment of intriguing industrial issues such as volatility and correlation
adjustments contains exercise sets and a number of examples with many based on real
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market data includes comments on cutting edge research such as volatility smile
positive interest rate models and convexity adjustment new to the 2nd edition
volatility smile modeling a new paradigm for inflation derivatives modeling an
extended market model for credit derivatives a dual curved model for the post crisis
interest rate derivatives markets and an elegant framework for the xva

Mathematical Interest Theory: Third Edition 2021-04-15
mathematical interest theory provides an introduction to how investments grow over
time this is done in a mathematically precise manner the emphasis is on practical
applications that give the reader a concrete understanding of why the various
relationships should be true among the modern financial topics introduced are
arbitrage options futures and swaps mathematical interest theory is written for
anyone who has a strong high school algebra background and is interested in being an
informed borrower or investor the book is suitable for a mid level or upper level
undergraduate course or a beginning graduate course the content of the book along
with an understanding of probability will provide a solid foundation for readers
embarking on actuarial careers the text has been suggested by the society of
actuaries for people preparing for the financial mathematics exam to that end
mathematical interest theory includes more than 260 carefully worked examples there
are over 475 problems and numerical answers are included in an appendix a companion
student solution manual has detailed solutions to the odd numbered problems most of
the examples involve computation and detailed instruction is provided on how to use
the texas instruments ba ii plus and ba ii plus professional calculators to
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efficiently solve the problems this third edition updates the previous edition to
cover the material in the soa study notes fm 24 17 fm 25 17 and fm 26 17

The Theory of Interest 1991
1 the measurement of interest 2 solution of problems in interest 3 elementary
annuities 4 more general annuities 5 yield rates 6 amortization schedules and
sinking funds 7 bond and other securities 8 practical applications 9 more advanced
financial analysis 10 a stochastic approach to interest appendixes i table of
compound interest functions ii table numbering the days of the year iii basic
mathematical review iv statistical background v an introduction to finite
differences vi iteration methods vii further analysis of varying annuities viii a
general formula for amortization with step rate amounts ofprinciple bibliography
answers to the exercises index

Theory of Interest 2008
the third edition of the theory of interest is significantly revised and expanded
from previous editions the text covers the basic mathematical theory of interest as
traditionally developed the book is a thorough treatment of the mathematical theory
and practical applications of compound interest or mathematics of finance the
pedagogical approach of the second edition has been retained in the third edition
the textbook narrative emphasizes both the importance of conceptual understanding
and the ability to apply the techniques to practical problems the third edition has
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considerable

The Theory of Interest 2014
the third edition of the theory of interest is significantly revised and expanded
from previous editions the text covers the basic mathematical theory of interest as
traditionally developed the book is a thorough treatment of the mathematical theory
and practical applications of compound interest or mathematics of finance the
pedagogical approach of the second edition has been retained in the third edition
the textbook narrative emphasizes both the importance of conceptual understanding
and the ability to apply the techniques to practical problems the third edition has
considerable updates that make this book relevant to students in this course area

An Introduction to the Theory of Interest 1959
this book was originally published by macmillan in 1936 it was voted the top
academic book that shaped modern britain by academic book week uk in 2017 and in
2011 was placed on time magazine s top 100 non fiction books written in english
since 1923 reissued with a fresh introduction by the nobel prize winner paul krugman
and a new afterword by keynes biographer robert skidelsky this important work is
made available to a new generation the general theory of employment interest and
money transformed economics and changed the face of modern macroeconomics keynes
argument is based on the idea that the level of employment is not determined by the
price of labour but by the spending of money it gave way to an entirely new approach
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where employment inflation and the market economy are concerned highly provocative
at its time of publication this book and keynes theories continue to remain the
subject of much support and praise criticism and debate economists at any stage in
their career will enjoy revisiting this treatise and observing the relevance of
keynes work in today s contemporary climate

Theory of Interest 2008
this manual is written to accompany mathematical interest theory by leslie jane
federer vaaler and james daniel it includes detailed solutions to the odd numbered
problems there are solutions to 239 problems and sometimes more than one way to
reach the answer is presented in keeping with the presentation of the text
calculator discussions for the texas instruments ba ii plus or ba ii plus
professional calculator is typeset in a different font from the rest of the text

The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money
2018-07-20
in this important new text keith lehrer introduces students to the major traditional
and contemporary accounts of knowing beginning with the accepted definition of
knowledge as justified true belief lehrer explores the truth belief and
justification conditions on the way to a thorough examination of foundation theories
of knowledge externalism and naturalized epistemologies internalism and modern
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coherence theories as well as recent reliabilist and causal theories lehrer gives
all views careful examination and concludes that external factors must be matched by
appropriate internal ones to yield knowledge readers of professor lehrer s earlier
book knowledge will want to know that this text adopts the framework of that classic
text but theory of knowledge is a completely rewritten and updated version of that
book that has been simplified throughout for student use

Student Solution Manual for Mathematical Interest Theory
2020-05-05
this book contains a critical analysis of the main theories of interest which have
been published since b hm bawerk the last part of the book gives an account of the
author s own theory the first part which deals with the history of doctrines
discusses the theories of b hm bawerk wicksell akerman and hayek authors who proceed
from the assumption of stationary state the second group of authors consists of
walras irving fisher and f h knight who assume a progressive economy in which net
saving and investment occur the third group of authors are those who stress the
monetary factor the central figure of this part is keynes but other authors among
them patinkin are also dealt with the theories on the term structure of interest
rates are discussed in the last part of the history of doctrines the author s own
theory deals with the problem of the interest rate first in terms of partial
equilibrium analysis whereby particular attention is paid to the influence of the
banking system on the structure of interest rates in the final chapter the author
proceeds to expound the interest theory in the framework of general equilibrium
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analysis a mathematical appendix concludes this book friedrich a lutz 1901 1975
taught economics at princeton university for fifteen years before becoming professor
of economics at the university of zurich he was also the president of the mont
pelerin society from 1964 1967

Theory of Knowledge 2015-10-15
poststructuralism and critical theory s second generation analyses the major themes
and developments in a period that brought continental philosophy to the forefront of
scholarship in a variety of humanities and social science disciplines and that set
the agenda for philosophical thought on the continent and elsewhere from the 1960s
to the present focusing on the years 1960 1984 the volume examines the major figures
associated with poststructuralism and the second generation of critical theory the
two dominant movements that emerged in the 1960s althusser foucault deleuze derrida
lyotard irigaray and habermas influential thinkers such as serres bourdieu and rorty
who are not easily placed in standard histories of the period are also covered
beyond this thematic essays engage with issues as diverse as the nietzschean legacy
the linguistic turn in continental thinking the phenomenological inheritance of
gadamer and ricoeur the influence of psychoanalysis the emergence of feminist
thought and a philosophy of sexual difference the renewal of the critical theory
tradition and the importation of continental philosophy into literary theory
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The Theory of Interest 2017-09-04
in the years since the publication of the best selling first edition the
incorporation of ideas and theories from the rapidly growing field of financial
economics has precipitated considerable development of thinking in the actuarial
profession modern actuarial theory and practice second edition integrates those
changes and presents an up to date comprehensive overview of uk and international
actuarial theory practice and modeling it describes all of the traditional areas of
actuarial activity but in a manner that highlights the fundamental principles of
actuarial theory and practice as well as their economic financial and statistical
foundations

Poststructuralism and Critical Theory's Second
Generation 2014-09-11
this paper presents a fear theory of the economy based on the interplay between fear
of rare disasters and the interest rate on safe assets to do this i study the
macroeconomic consequences of government administered interest rates in the
neoclassical real business cycle model when the government has the power to fix the
safe real interest rate the gap between the sticky real safe rate and the neutral
rate can generate far reaching aggregate distortions when fear exogenously rises the
demand for safe assets rise and the neutral rate falls if the central bank does not
lower the safe rate by the same amount savings rise leading to a decline in
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consumption and aggregate demand the same mechanism works in reverse when fear falls
quantitatively i show that a single fear factor can simultaneously i generate cross
correlations in output labor consumption and investment consistent with the postwar
us economy and ii generates variation in equity prices bond prices and a large risk
premium in line with the asset pricing data six novel insights emerge from the model
1 actively regulating the safe interest rate in both directions can mitigate the
fluctuations generated by fear cycles 2 recessions will be deeper and longer when
central banks accept the zero lower bound and are unwilling to use negative rates 3
a commitment to use negative rates in recessions even if never implemented raises
both the short and long run real neutral rates and moderates the business cycle 4
counter cyclical fiscal policy can act as disaster insurance and be expansionary by
reducing fear 5 quantitative easing can be narrowly effective only when fear is high
at the lower bound and 6 when fear is high especially at the lower bound policies
that boost productivity also help fight recessions

Modern Actuarial Theory and Practice, Second Edition
2004-12-28
in the completely updated second edition of this outstanding primer nancy levit and
robert r m verchick introduce the diverse strands of feminist legal theory and
discuss an array of substantive legal topics pulling in recent court decisions new
laws and important shifts in culture and technology the book centers on feminist
legal theories including equal treatment theory cultural feminism dominance theory
critical race feminism lesbian feminism postmodern feminism and ecofeminism readers
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will find new material on women in politics gender and globalization and the promise
and danger of expanding social media updated statistics and empirical analysis
appear throughout at its core feminist legal theory shows the importance of the
roles of law and feminist legal theory in shaping contemporary gender issues
unedited summary from book cover

The Fear Economy: A Theory of Output, Interest, and Safe
Assets 2022-09-09
since the 2007 2008 global financial crisis there has been much debate about the
role of financial regulation and the causes of financial instability in the industry
where studies commonly question the value of a regulated rather than free market
this book focuses on the differentiation of good regulation and bad regulation this
book highlights the need for financial regulation to combat corruption and the
integral link that exists between corruption and financial instability the author
evaluates the benefits and shortcomings of specific types of regulation drawing on
recent examples to illustrate each argument the book presents compelling arguments
for the regulation of leverage liquidity payday loans and securitisation and debates
the negative aspects of the regulation of short selling and high frequency trading
and of basel style banking regulation the author argues that there is no free market
solution to financial instability and rejects the idea of too big to fail
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Feminist Legal Theory (Second Edition) 2016-01-15
everything you need to pass level ii of the cmt program cmt level ii 2016 theory and
analysis fully prepares you to demonstrate competency applying the principles
covered in level i as well as the ability to apply more complex analytical
techniques covered topics address theory and history market indicators construction
confirmation cycles selection and decision system testing statistical analysis and
ethics the level ii exam emphasizes trend chart and pattern analysis as well as risk
management concepts this cornerstone guidebook of the chartered market technician
program will provide every advantage to passing level ii

Good Regulation, Bad Regulation 2016-01-12
the 2nd edition of this successful book has several new features the calibration
discussion of the basic libor market model has been enriched considerably with an
analysis of the impact of the swaptions interpolation technique and of the exogenous
instantaneous correlation on the calibration outputs a discussion of historical
estimation of the instantaneous correlation matrix and of rank reduction has been
added and a libor model consistent swaption volatility interpolation technique has
been introduced the old sections devoted to the smile issue in the libor market
model have been enlarged into a new chapter new sections on local volatility
dynamics and on stochastic volatility models have been added with a thorough
treatment of the recently developed uncertain volatility approach examples of
calibrations to real market data are now considered the fast growing interest for
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hybrid products has led to a new chapter a special focus here is devoted to the
pricing of inflation linked derivatives the three final new chapters of this second
edition are devoted to credit since credit derivatives are increasingly fundamental
and since in the reduced form modeling framework much of the technique involved is
analogous to interest rate modeling credit derivatives mostly credit default swaps
cds cds options and constant maturity cds are discussed building on the basic short
rate models and market models introduced earlier for the default free market
counterparty risk in interest rate payoff valuation is also considered motivated by
the recent basel ii framework developments

CMT Level II 2016: Theory and Analysis 2015-12-09
economics as intellectual discourse is not a settled body of principles it is a
heterogeneous discipline with numerous traditions each based on a cluster of
theories ekelund and hebert experienced researchers and educators balance continuity
and consensus in the evolution of economic theory with alternative points of view
about the nature scope and method of economic inquiry their creative approach gives
readers a feel for the thought processes of the great minds in economics and
underscores key ideas impacting contemporary thought and practice building on the
solid foundation of previous editions the fifth edition of a history of economic
theory and method presents an updated and expanded examination of the essential
theoretical elements of an economy and the numerous institutions that affect market
behavior beginning with the ancient greeks and ending with the late twentieth
century it features an in depth interpretation of the transition from classical to
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neoclassical economic thought exposes some of the dissident voices raised against
classical economic orthodoxy discusses game theory takes a close look at the origins
of traditional microeconomics avoids highly technical or graphically complicated
material and examines the advantages and disadvantages of economics achieving a
scientific statusapplying mathematical and statistical techniques in economic
inquiry chapters contain boxed material that enrich touchstone ideas or mark
procedural disagreements and alternative approaches to economics

Interest Rate Models - Theory and Practice 2007-09-26
this book first published in 1997 is a history of economic thought from adam smith
to john maynard keynes

A History of Economic Theory and Method 2006-11-27
this book presents a comprehensive extended and systematic analysis of social theory
as it developed between the two world wars a period during which major
transformation occurred centering on the continuities on the one hand and
discontinuities on the other in substantive theory it deals with the major ideas of
cooley ellwood park thomas ogburn bernard chapin mead faris hankins maciver reuter
lundberg h p becker parsons znaniecki sorokin and blumer finally the problematic
relevancy of the past for the present is directly confronted the author examines how
basic assumptions of theory in particular periods have used relatively unique schema
and generated considerable controversy
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Economic Theory in Retrospect 1997-03-27
the oxford handbook of ethical theory is a major new reference work in ethical
theory consisting of commissioned essays by leading moral philosophers ethical
theories have always been of central importance to philosophy and remain so ethical
theory is one of the most active areas of philosophical research and teaching today
courses in ethics are taught in colleges and universities at all levels and ethical
theory is the organizing principle for all of them the handbook is divided into two
parts mirroring the field the first part treats meta ethical theory which deals with
theoretical questions about morality and moral judgment including questions about
moral language the epistemology of moral belief the truth aptness of moral claims
and so forth the second part addresses normative theory which deals with general
moral issues including the plausibility of various ethical theories and abstract
principles of behavior examples of such theories are consequentialism and virtue
theory as with other oxford handbooks the twenty five contributors cover the field
in a comprehensive and highly accessible way while achieving three goals exposition
of central ideas criticism of other approaches and putting forth a distinct
viewpoint

Macroeconomics and Monetary theory 1994-01-01
economic policy provides a unique combination of facts based analysis state of the
art economic theory and insights from first hand policy experience at the national
and international levels to shed light on current domestic and international policy
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challenges it is ideally suited for students practitioners and scholars seeking
understanding both of the pragmatic constraints of real world policy making and the
analytical tools that enhance inquiry and inform debates the authors draw on their
experiences as academics and as policy makers in european and international
institutions to offer a deep dive into the rationale design and implementation of
economic policy across a range of policy domains fiscal policy monetary policy
international finance financial stability taxes long term growth and inequality
highlighting the ways experience theories and institutions interact each chapter
starts with historical examples of dilemmas and shows how theoretical approaches can
help policy makers understand what is at stake and identify solutions the authors
highlight the differences between the positive approach to economic policy how do
policies impact the economy the normative approach what should be policymakers
objectives and against which criteria should their action be judged and the
political economy constraints what are the limits and obstacles to public
intervention they rely on the most recent academic research providing technical
boxes while explaining the mechanisms in plain english in the text with appropriate
illustrations this new edition is informed by such important recent developments as
the great recession the strains on the european union and the euro the challenges of
public and private debt the successes and setbacks to emerging markets changes to
labor markets along with the increased attention to inequality the debates on
secular stagnation and its implications for conventional and unconventional monetary
policy the re regulation of the financial sector the debt overhang in both the
public and the private sector
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Developments in American Sociological Theory, 1915-1950
1974
what duties do liberal democratic states owe to refugees does international refugee
law impose unfeasible demands on states this highly original contribution explores
what theories of international ethics have to say about refugee policy it advances
an innovative critique of prevalent liberal approaches showing how their assumptions
about moral agency create unfeasible expectations about international justice it
sets out an alternative theory showing how this could be more adept at mobilizing
commitment to refugee rights the volume will be of interest not just to scholars and
students of applied ethics but also to those more generally interested in debates on
refugee and migration policy it presents a clear and thorough discussion of liberal
political theory and its application to questions of international justice and
provides insights into the philosophical sources of debates on liberal versus
restrictive approaches to refugee policy

The Theory of Interest 1959
main highlights of finance act 2023 1 income tax an introduction 2 important
definition 3 assessment on agriclutral income 4 exemoted income 5 residence and tax
liability 6 income from salaries 7 income from salaries retirement and retrenchment
8 income from house property 9 depreciation 10 profit and gains of business or
profession 11 capital gains 12 income from other sources 13 income tax authiorities
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14 clubing of income and aggregation of income 15 set off and carry forword of
losses 16 deduction from gross total income 17 assessment of individuals
computeration of total income 18 computation of tax liability of individuals 19 tax
deduction at source 20 assessment precedure nwe tax regine rebate and relief in tax
provission and procedure of filing the return of income and e filing of income tax
and tds return gst concepts registration and taxation mechanism

The Positive Theory of Capital 1837
black money and financial crime are emerging global phenomena during the last few
decades corrupt financial practices were increasingly being monitored in many
countries around the globe among a large number of problems is a lack of general
awareness about all these issues among various stakeholders including researchers
and practitioners the handbook of research on theory and practice of financial
crimes is a critical scholarly research publication that provides comprehensive
research on all aspects of black money and financial crime in individual
organizational and societal experiences the book further examines the implications
of white collar crime and practices to enhance forensic audits on financial fraud
and the effects on tax enforcement featuring a wide range of topics such as ethical
leadership cybercrime and blockchain this book is ideal for policymakers
academicians business professionals managers it specialists researchers and students
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Treatise on Arithmetic, in Theory and Practice
2005-12-22
the use of the black scholes model and formula is pervasive in financial markets
there are very few undergraduate textbooks available on the subject and until now
almost none written by mathematicians based on a course given by the author the goal
of

The Oxford Handbook of Ethical Theory 2018-11-07
this book takes a pedagogical approach to explaining quantum gravity supersymmetry
and string theory in a coherent way it is aimed at graduate students and researchers
in quantum field theory and high energy physics the first part of the book
introduces quantum gravity without requiring previous knowledge of general
relativity gr the necessary geometrical aspects are derived afresh leading to
explicit general lagrangians for gravity including that of general relativity the
quantum aspect of gravitation as described by the graviton is introduced and
perturbative quantum gr is discussed the schwinger dewitt formalism is developed to
compute the one loop contribution to the theory and renormalizability aspects of the
perturbative theory are also discussed this follows by introducing only the very
basics of a non perturbative background independent formulation of quantum gravity
referred to as loop quantum gravity which gives rise to a quantization of space in
the second part the author introduces supersymmetry and its consequences the
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generation of superfields is represented in detail supersymmetric generalizations of
maxwell s theory as well as of yang mills field theory and of the standard model are
worked out spontaneous symmetry breaking improvement of the divergence problem in
supersymmetric field theory and its role in the hierarchy problem are covered the
unification of the fundamental constants in a supersymmetric version of the standard
model are then studied geometrical aspects necessary to study supergravity are
developed culminating in the derivation of its full action the third part introduces
string theory and the analysis of the spectra of the mass squared operator
associated with the oscillating strings the properties of the underlying fields
associated with massless particles encountered in string theory are studied in some
detail elements of compactification duality and d branes are given as well of the
generation of vertices and interactions of strings in the final sections the author
shows how to recover gr and the yang mills field theory from string theory

Economic Policy: Theory and Practice 2017-05-15
understood one way the branch of contemporary philosophical ethics that goes by the
label metaethics concerns certain second order questions about ethics questions not
in ethics but rather ones about our thought and talk about ethics and how the
ethical facts insofar as there are any fit into reality analogously the branch of
contemporary philosophy of law that is often called general jurisprudence deals with
certain second order questions about law questions not in the law but rather ones
about our thought and talk about the law and how legal facts insofar as there are
any fit into reality put more roughly and using an alternative spatial metaphor
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metaethics concerns a range of foundational questions about ethics whereas general
jurisprudence concerns analogous questions about law as these characterizations
suggest the two sub disciplines have much in common and could be thought to run
parallel to each other yet the connections between the two are currently mostly
ignored by philosophers or at least under scrutinized the new essays collected in
this book are aimed at changing this state of affairs dimensions of normativity
collects together works by metaethicists and legal philosophers that address a
number of issues that are of common interest with the goal of accomplishing a new
rapprochement between the two sub disciplines

The Ethics of Refugee Policy 2023-10-08
containing many results that are new or exist only in recent research articles
interest rate modeling theory and practice portrays the theory of interest rate
modeling as a three dimensional object of finance mathematics and computation it
introduces all models with financial economical justifications develops options
along the martingale app

Taxation Theory & Practice with GST (Assessment Year
2023-24) B.Com IIIrd Year 2021-03-18
rediscovering grounded theory is a bold re evaluation of the origins of grounded
theory a philosophical clarification of its key ideas and a presentation of the most
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effective way to use its techniques in your research it answers questions such as
what should grounded theory look like how do i recognise grounded theory and how do
i produce good grounded theory by returning to the original ideas as they were
presented by glaser and strauss sharp clear and thought provoking the book includes
detailed analysis of the current literature exemplar sections filled with detailed
real world examples and applications a detailed glossary it will provide you with a
grasp of what a grounded theory should look like take you through the process of
building a grounded theory and then explain best practice for critically evaluating
the quality of grounded theory research

Handbook of Research on Theory and Practice of Financial
Crimes 2013-05-22
practical guide for asset liability managers faced with the decision as to whether
to build or buy a financial model topics include modeling cash flows net investment
income versus net portfolio value projections of interest rates and volatility a
guide for asset liability managers and other investment professionals who are faced
with the decision of whether to build or buy a financial model to measure monitor
and help manage their institution s risk exposure it reviews the evolution of
interest rate risk models and evaluates the state of the art models in use includes
modeling cash flows modeling the term structure oas technology net interest income
versus net portfolio value build versus buy analysis practical methods for deriving
input assumptions prepayment rates deposit decay rates projections of interest rate
and volatility
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Probability Theory in Finance 2016-09-26
with the collapse of the bretton woods system any pretense of a connection of the
world s currencies to any real commodity has been abandoned yet since the 1980s most
central banks have abandoned money growth targets as practical guidelines for
monetary policy as well how then can pure fiat currencies be managed so as to create
confidence in the stability of national units of account interest and prices seeks
to provide theoretical foundations for a rule based approach to monetary policy
suitable for a world of instant communications and ever more efficient financial
markets in such a world effective monetary policy requires that central banks
construct a conscious and articulate account of what they are doing michael woodford
reexamines the foundations of monetary economics and shows how interest rate policy
can be used to achieve an inflation target in the absence of either commodity
backing or control of a monetary aggregate the book further shows how the tools of
modern macroeconomic theory can be used to design an optimal inflation targeting
regime one that balances stabilization goals with the pursuit of price stability in
a way that is grounded in an explicit welfare analysis and that takes account of the
new classical critique of traditional policy evaluation exercises it thus argues
that rule based policymaking need not mean adherence to a rigid framework unrelated
to stabilization objectives for the sake of credibility while at the same time
showing the advantages of rule based over purely discretionary policymaking
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Quantum Field Theory II 2019-01-11

Dimensions of Normativity 1872

The Second and Enlarged Edition of the New Theory and
Practice of Medicine 2009-05-14

Interest Rate Modeling 2013-11-18

Rediscovering Grounded Theory 1997

Interest Rate Risk Models 2011-12-12

Interest and Prices 1863
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The Freemason's Treasury. Fifty-two Short Lectures on
the Theory and Practice of Symbolical Masonry, Etc
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